Promoting Oral Language Skills in Preschool Children through Sociodramatic Play in the Classroom
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Abstract
Children best learn language through playful learning experiences in the preschool classroom. The present study focused on developing oral language skills in preschool children through a sociodramatic play intervention. The study employed a case study design under qualitative approach. The researcher conducted a sociodramatic play intervention collaboratively with the class teacher for a group of 10 children selected utilizing purposive sampling method in a preschool classroom. The intervention was conducted in a preschool located in Colombo, Sri Lanka for 3 weeks. The observation, interview and reflective journal were the instrument used to collect data. The observation carried under two criteria namely, ability to initiate a conversation and ability to respond in a conversation revealed that the sociodramatic play intervention created many opportunities to develop oral language skills in the children than the regular classroom activities. The sociodramatic play activities enhanced children's oral language skills while creating a language rich playful learning experiences.
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1. Introduction

The play has been called "the work of children" because it is through play that children learn how to interact in their environment, discover their interests, and acquire cognitive, motor, speech, language, and social-emotional skill (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2007). Play can make important contributions to the learning of language (Weisberg, Zosh, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2013). Many of these investigations find that language thrives when children are interacting with adults and peers in a playful manner (Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff, 2003; Smith, 2010; Vygotsky, 1967; Zigler & Bishop-Josef, 2004).

The sociodramatic play is used to refer to a voluntary social role-taking involving two or more children (Levy, 1986). Sociodramatic play occurs when groups of children adopt roles and act out make-believe stories and situations (Johnson et al., 2005). Smilansky (1968) identifies five components in socio-dramatic play: role-playing, make-believe transformations, social interactions, verbal communication, and persistence. Through sociodramatic play, children can gain the early language skills essential for success in our society (Paley, 2004). Research has documented firm connections between this advanced form of play and oral development (Singer, Golinkoff, & Hirsh-Pasek, 2006). Vygotsky (1966) attributed a key role in the development of language and thought to make-believe play, which he described as a particular feature of the preschool age with profound implications in future development. Vygotsky (1966) further argued that play contains all the developmental tendencies in a condensed form (physical, cognitive, emotional) and thus creates a zone of proximal development that pulls the child forward. Play activity is essential in the preschool years because it leads to development, abstract thinking, self-awareness, and self-regulation (Singer, Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 2006). For this reason, this study focuses on preschoolers.

Currently, many educators of young children admit to seeing decreases in developmentally appropriate oral language instruction in preschools (Bluiett, 2009). Time is spent on academic concepts instead of on building and facilitating language growth; even assessment of young children's language is confined to vocabulary and letter names (Kirkland & Patterson, 2005).

Similarly, the Sri Lankan National Policy on Early Childhood Care and Development (2004) stated that very often preschool experiences become formal experiences because of the notion that preschool should prepare the child for
primary school. As a result of the increase in high-stakes testing and the narrowing of the curriculum, the sociodramatic play is forfeited among many preschool classrooms (Neuman & Roskos, 2005).

Due to the decrease of play in the preschool classroom, there is a need to explore sociodramatic play, oral language, and the interactions of both in order to add to the pool of early childhood education research in Sri Lanka. This research investigated how sociodramatic play is used to promote oral language skills in preschool children in the context of the Sri Lankan preschool classroom. The findings from this research may provide preschool teachers with research-based information that assist them in combining oral language experiences with sociodramatic play to create meaningful experiences that encourage developmentally appropriate instruction through sociodramatic play.

Based on the problem identified, the research questions are:

1. How do preschool children develop the ability to initiate a conversation through the sociodramatic play intervention implemented in the classroom?

2. How do preschool children develop the ability to respond appropriately in a conversation through the sociodramatic play intervention implemented in the classroom?

1.1 Sociodramatic play and Language development in children

Language is a verbal system. It consists of words and rules for organizing words and changing them (Roskos, Tabors, & Lenhart, 2004). Oral language comprehension is the ability to listen to spoken language and respond with understanding (Roskos et al., 2004).

Piaget (1962) stressed the importance of play in the child's cognitive development as a way of assimilating new information and consolidating past experience through symbolic means. Piaget recognized that play is not only for fun, but can be the essential learning tools for developing language. A child learns to use language and represent objects by images and words. Teachers, therefore, need to be aware of the child's abilities and level of development in order to set appropriate tasks (Putch & Ali, 2013).

More so than Piaget, Vygotsky (1978) distinguishes between development and learning with the ‘zone of proximal development’ (ZPD). According to him, ‘the zone of proximal development is the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers. Vygotsky (1978, 1986) emphasized the importance of language in learning and view learning as a reflection of the culture and community in which students live. According to Vygotsky, language helps to organize thought, and children use language to learn as well as to communicate and share experiences with others (Bluiett, 2009). In every culture, language learning takes place through everyday interactions and shared experiences between adult and child (Vygotsky, 1986). These interactions emerge in play situations which create contexts for cultural and linguistic learning, exploration, and socialization (Galeano, 2011; Paugh, 2005). Children learn to talk through social interactions and to read and write through interactions with literate children and adults (Dyson, 1993; Harste, 1990) within the ZPD.

Research revealed that participation in sociodramatic play increases oral language use (Snow et al., 1998) and it becomes more cohesive in sociodramatic play than in other types of play (Pellegrini & Galda, 1993). Because such play typically requires a good deal of negotiation among the children as they determine who will play what role, how the storyline will unfold, whether events are unfolding as planned, and so on (Scanlon, Anderson, & Sweeney, 2010)

Sociodramatic play involves great deal of oral language skills when children assume adult roles, become the characters they invent, and verbally act out dramatizations based on these characters (Cook, 2000; Corsaro, 2003; McCafferty & Steven, 2002; Sullivan, 2000).

When children in real life settings are faced with a problem that requires the use of language and they are motivated to use and learn language; for instance, when children see adults writing checks, making a grocery list, reading a menu, reading a cookbook, or reading directions, they see through these experiences the necessity of literacy and language and find learning about both of these are useful for achieving daily goals (Bluiett, 2009). These common real experiences of going to a supermarket or some other place in the community, or to school, emerge themes for sociodramatic play (Bluiett, 2009; Garvey, 1990).

In sociodramatic play, children are required to engage in two forms of communication: communication about the play ("meta-communication") while retaining their own real-life identities, the pretenders negotiate the roles and scene (or "script") to be enacted, and communication which is held within the play mode, where the children relate to one another in the roles they have agreed to perform (Fein, 1979, Garvey & Berndt, 1977). Therefore children use elaborated language (Pellegrini, 1982, 1984). They define pronouns linguistically, modified nouns with adjectives, and used causal and temporal conjunctions in order to make their imaginative suggestions intelligible to their play partners. Moreover, in the process of negotiating pretend scripts and incorporating their partner’s suggestions, young children learn to accommodate different perspectives (Bluiett, 2009).

In addition, children learn how to use gestures and words to designate real events and/or persons (Pellegrini, 1983) in sociodramatic play. This may take away the nervous tension that can impede language learning, and help to notice how to produce a sound, use grammatical structures, or master the social use of language (Robels, 2009). Therefore, in sociodramatic play, language may take on the simplest forms such as sounds or utterances or it may be more
sophisticated which creates one of the important contexts in the preschool classroom that supports children's oral language development (Smilansky, 1968; Vygotsky, 1967; Christie & Enz, 1992; Combs, 2010; Weisberg, Zosh, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2013). However, playing with literacy objects and routines in socio-dramatic play might affect children’s interest in explicit teaching of language and literacy in teacher-directed contexts, perhaps making them more interesting to young children (Morrow & Schickedanz, 2006).

2. Method

This study employed qualitative approach utilizing case study research design. The study took place in a preschool conducted by an institution in the Colombo district in Sri Lanka. The researcher conducted a sociodramatic play intervention collaboratively with the class teacher for about 3 weeks. 12 sessions were included in the intervention under three themes; Shop, Market and Dispensary. One session on sociodramatic play lasted for 20-30 minutes. The observations were conducted during three weeks of duration. The set up was organized with several play props and materials appropriately to each theme. Both children and teacher had not previous experiences on using sociodramatic play in the classroom for the development of oral language skills. Therefore, the teacher who conducted the play sessions was given prior instructions on facilitating the sociodramatic play for the development of oral language skills.

2.1 Participants

There were 50 children from both lower and upper class in the preschool. This was taken as the target population of the study. Among the target population 10 children who were in the research level in relation to oral language skills were taken as the sample. One preschool teacher was also included in the sample. Among the 10 children, there were five boys and five girls. Among them, 3 boys (ML, MN and HK) and 3 girls (KV, NT and TU) were in the 3-4 age category and 2 boys (HR and SV) and 2 girls (SS and SN) were in the 4-5 age category. All the participants were selected purposively. Before selecting the sample, the researcher conducted a preliminary observation on language activities and the level of oral language skills of all children.

As mentioned in the Starting Light: Early Childhood Development Standards for Sri Lankan Children from 3-5 years (2014), the oral language skills were observed under two criteria namely: the children's ability to initiate conversation and children's ability to engage in conversation appropriately. Their abilities were rated as not engaging, exploring, developing and building. The exploring level was identified as children respond to simple questions with a simple reply and make one comment. Developing level was identified as children respond to conversation with appropriate actions and make more than one comment. Building level was identified as children respond to questions with appropriate actions and comments and make comments and ask questions in the conversation. Not engaging was children who do not perform any of these levels. Among the four categories, 10 children who were in the exploration level were selected purposively as the sample. Before the intervention, the consent of the parents of children and the teacher was taken. All 10 children were given a name code. The researcher didn’t include any identification of children in the research.

2.2 Data Collection Techniques

The researcher employed three instruments in this study. The main instrument was observations. The same observation schedule which was used during the preliminary observation, utilized during the sociodramatic play intervention to measure the language level of children. The observations were focused on two subcategories, namely the children's ability to initiate conversation and children's ability to engage in conversation appropriately. The level of children's oral language skills was rated based on four ratings namely not engaging, exploring, developing and building.

All the observations were videotaped and recorded in the field notes (Cohen et al., 2003). The researcher kept field notes after each session in the intervention. These field notes included a description of the physical setting, the scene, and characters, behaviors of the children, and their oral language skills.

Apart from the observations, the teacher was asked to maintain a reflective journal focusing on children’s participation in sociodramatic play and children's development of oral language skills.

In addition, an interview was conducted after the intervention as a meaning-making process, with the aim of exploring the teacher's views on the sociodramatic play intervention and the development of oral language skills of children.

2.3 Data Analysis

The descriptive analysis method was employed for analysis of the data. All the videotapes were viewed several times in order to document the conversations focusing each child in relation to the research questions. The data gathered via the instruments were triangulated under the research questions in order to establish reliability. While reading all the collected data the similarities were identified. According to the similarities the data were categorized according to the research questions. Finally, the data were descriptively analyzed under the themes developed based on the research questions. The researcher included the statements of the teacher from the interviews, extractions from her reflective journal and conversations took place among children in the report in order to maintain the credibility and dependability of the findings.
3. Result and Discussion

The data gathered in this research addressed the research question ‘How can sociodramatic play be used to develop oral language skills in preschool children through an intervention implemented in the classroom?’ Thus, the results are discussed under the two themes according to the research questions.

3.1 Children's Ability to Initiate a Conversation during the sociodramatic play intervention

Initially the level of oral language skills in children was in the exploring level. The sociodramatic play intervention created many opportunities to engage in verbal exchanges with each other as mentioned by Ervin-Tripp (1991). The following teacher's reflection further confirms the opportunities for verbal exchange in the sociodramatic play intervention.

In this play many children started to talk and express their ideas when they imitated the role than in their regular classroom activities. I felt happy to see that the children who didn't talk much in the other activities tended to talk in this play. (Teacher's reflective journal, 28.11.2014)

At the beginning of the intervention the children's ability to initiate a conversation in the play themes was less. This was due to their lower participation in the sociodramatic play activities. However, majority of children's ability to initiate a conversation was improved from the exploring level to the developing and building level during the intervention. Among the 10 children it was identified that, ML, SS and HR improved their ability to initiate a conversation up to building level. ML and HR showed better engagement in initiating conversation from the beginning.

During the first theme (Shop) majority of children didn't participate much in conversation. The teacher always started the conversation in order to make them engage in it. The following conversation which emerged during the first theme shows the less ability of children in initiating a conversation at the beginning.

During the first theme the teacher became the mother, ML was the shop owner and KV the helper.

Session 1- Shop

Teacher: Mudalali we came to buy some clothes for us. Can you help us?
ML: OK
Teacher: Let's see a frock for my daughter (SS).
ML: Take this (giving a frock)
Teacher puts the frock on SS
Teacher: Mudalali, this is too small.
KV: Ok, try this one (shows a skirt)
ML: Try a skirt
Teacher gives a skirt to SS.
Teacher: SV did you look for a shirt?
SV had chosen a red shirt.
SV: This one

According to the above conversation, it was clearly seen that children hesitated to initiate a conversation at the beginning. This was apparently evident in MN, KV, SN, SS and NT except ML. According to the above conversation it can be revealed that ML was more interested in initiating a conversation than the others. Apart from ML it was seen that KV made a slight attempt to initiate a conversation with ML.

Moreover, it was apparent during the beginning themes in the intervention that children used bodily expressions to convey their ideas (Robels, 2009). For example it was observed that in the Shop theme, MN didn't try to initiate a conversation. Once the teacher asked him whether he liked the shirt he wore, he didn't express his response; instead he nodded his head as if to say he liked it.

Further it was also demonstrated that the use of simplest forms of verbal expression took away the nervous tension (Robels, 2009). This was clearly evident when the second theme was introduced. It was seen that during the first theme the children were a little nervous to talk. When the Market theme was implemented, children showed more interest in it. The tendency to initiate conversation improved gradually as well.

In the Market theme, the children were given many roles to play. At the start the teacher had to give directions to children to go and buy clothes, shoes, and accessories. Thus, the children were given an opportunity to initiate conversation. This ability was seen up to a certain extent in ML, SS, HR, KV and NT. They volunteered to start imitating their roles and once they obtained the capacity to imitate their role, their ability to initiate conversation slightly increased.

The following conversation in the Market theme can be taken as an instance of their gradual improvement in initiating a conversation. In this session of Market theme, HR was the owner of a Shoe shop. NT was a customer.
Session 2 - Market

HR: ‘Please come to buy shoes.’
NT: ‘I want a pair of shoe’
HR: ‘Ok try this.’
NT puts on a pair of shoe.
HR: ‘That is good. You take it.’

Session 3 - Market

KV was also able to engage in a conversation. She was a customer. And NT was the accessories shop owner.
KV: ‘Give me a necklace’.
NT: ‘Take a look at this’
KV starts to choose necklaces
SS: ‘Mudalali, Do you have bangles? This colour’ (Showing a red bangle)
NT: ‘Yes.’

Thus, during the Market theme some children were able to improve their ability to initiate a conversation. Yet HK, MN, SN, TU and SV were at the lower level.

However, when the children's participation in the sociodramatic play increased gradually their ability to initiate a conversation too improve simultaneously. When the intervention introduced the Dispensary theme, a remarkable change was seen in the children's ability to initiate a conversation. It was observed that during this theme almost all children were able to improve their ability to initiate conversation up to the developing level. ML, HR, and, SS were able to develop their ability up to the building level.

As usual at the beginning the teacher had to give slight guidance until they obtained the skills to participate in their roles. However, when children moved to the third and fourth sessions they were able to initiate conversation without the teacher's direction.

The following conversation is an example of their improvement in the ability to initiate a conversation during the first session of the Dispensary theme,

Session 1 - Dispensary

Teacher: SS your daughter is sick. Isn't she?
ML: (SS was silent) she has a fever.
Teacher: Yes

As in the above conversation, SS was a little shy to imitate the role of mother at the beginning. When SS came with KV (her daughter) to the doctor (ML), he silently looked at her until SS started the conversation. After the teacher's guidance ML started to question them.

It was observed that during the third session that ML was able to initiate a conversation without the teacher's assist. The following conversation is an example for children's gradual improvement of the ability to initiate a conversation.

Session 3 - Dispensary

ML was the doctor, HR was the father, SS was the nurse and MN was the patient.
ML: What is the matter?
HR: My son has fever, cough and he vomited.
ML starts to check MN.
ML: Breath fast.
Then he writes a prescription and gave HR
ML: Sign here
HR: What?
SS: Sign here in the paper
Teacher: We need to check him more isn't it doctor? Nurse aunty, help the doctor to put him on the bed.
ML: Go to the bed. (Tells to MN) MN is silent.
HR: Go to bed (says tapping MN)

According to the above conversation it was seen that the children gained the ability to initiate a conversation with their improvement in participation in the sociodramatic play. Further it was observed that some children were a little reluctant to initiate a conversation in the sociodramatic play when they were given a leading role such as the doctor.
This was apparent in HR, NT, KV, TU and HK. However SS and ML didn't show this diffidence. The following teacher's reflection further confirms the ability to initiate a conversation according to different roles.

When the opportunity came to HR to become the doctor he was a little nervous to start the conversation at first. In the role of father he was naturally able to initiate a conversation. This was again seen in NT, KV, TU, and HK in their doctor role. I felt that they are a little shy to initiate a conversation. So I had to direct them more in the doctor role than in the other roles. However, when they played the roles of nurse, patient, father or mother they were quite able to initiate a conversation. (Teacher's reflective journal, 01.12.2014)

It was identified that according to the nature of the role the children's ability to initiate a conversation differed. The following conversation among NT, TU and SS in the Dispensary theme further illustrates this difference.

### Session 3 - Dispensary

NT was the mother, TU was the patient and SS was the Doctor.

**NT:** Doctor, my daughter has fever.

**SS:** Breathe fast. (Checking the patient with the stethoscope)

**SS:** Go to the bed.

She starts giving injections and giving medicines to drink.

**NT:** Look... What happened to my daughter?

In session 4, NT was the nurse. KV was another nurse. HR was the father, SN was the patient and SS was the doctor.

**NT:** Look. She has another wound here.

She starts to put some medicine on it.

**NT:** KV you put medicine here.

According to the above conversation it was demonstrated that in the mother's role NT's ability to initiate a conversation increased. Therefore, it could be seen that the children's ability to initiate a conversation varied according to the theme and the role they played.

Moreover it was observed that the improvement in their ability to initiate a conversation was seen in the Dispensary theme. The highest participation too of children in the sociodramatic play intervention was recorded in the same theme. Therefore it was clearly identified that when children gained interest and participated in the sociodramatic play more, they got opportunities to improve their ability to initiate a conversation too. This was further confirmed in the following field note.

I think now the children are more used to the sociodramatic play than at the beginning. So now they are talking part more and exchanging their ideas with each other. So the interaction has improved. I saw a very good improvement in ML, SS, NT, HR and KV’s verbal communications. (Field note, 08. 12. 2014)

Accordingly when children reached the final theme, a majority of them showed an improvement in their ability to initiate a conversation though the levels were different.

As Bluiett (2009) states, play situations have strong learning potential because they provide opportunities for children to use language to build and extend meanings, especially when it is initiated by the child. This was clearly evident in the present study that when children gained the ability to initiate a conversation there were many opportunities for them to converse with each other and interact freely.

Therefore, it was identified that the sociodramatic play intervention made a positive impact on the majority of children to improve their ability to initiate a conversation to a certain extent from the beginning to end of the intervention simultaneously with their improvement in participation in the sociodramatic play.

### 3.2 Children's Ability to Respond Appropriately in Conversation during the sociodramatic play intervention

It was clearly recognized that though some children showed less improvement in the ability to initiate a conversation, a majority of children showed a significant ability to respond in conversation from the beginning. This positive tendency was identified from the very first theme. The following conversation in the first theme shows children's engagement in responding in a conversation.

### Session 2 - Shop

**Teacher:** Let's see a frock for my daughter (SS).

**ML:** Take this (giving a frock)

Teacher puts the frock on SS.

**Teacher:** Mudalali this is too small.

**KV:** Ok try this one (shows a skirt)

**ML:** Try a skirt
Teacher gives a skirt to SS.

According to the above conversation, the ability to respond in conversation between ML and KV was demonstrated. Further it was noticed that SS didn't try to respond to what the teacher was talking about with ML. However, during the Market theme, this situation was changed. SS started to respond in the conversation better. It was seen that she liked the role of the mother better than that of daughter. The following conversation is an instance which marks SS's improvement in her ability to respond in a conversation in the Market theme.

**Session 3 - Market**

Once she comes to the cloth shop,

SS: I need a frock.
ML: Take this. (Gives a blue color frock)
SS: How much is this?
ML: Rs 5.

She goes to the accessories shop

KV: Give me a necklace.
NT: Take a look at this
KV starts to choose necklaces
SS: Mudalali Do you have bangles? This colour (Showing a red bangle)
NT: Yes
SS: I need this one also (Showing a necklace)
NT: OK
SS: How much is this?
NT: Rs. 350
SN: I need this bangle. How much?
NT: Rs. 350

They are busy with choosing and buying accessories.

Accordingly it was seen that with regard to the above conversation the children's ability to respond in conversation also varied with their interest in imitating the role. Moreover, it was observed that when children got used to the play they showed a greater tendency to respond in conversation. The above conversation again is an example for it. Yet, it was observed that the teacher directed some of them to respond in a conversation and to continue it. The following conversation in the Market theme provides further evidence.

**Session 4 - Market**

Teacher: TU don't you want to buy a pair of shoe
TU smiles and goes HR who is the shoe shop owner.
TU: Give me this one (shows a pair of shoes)
She tries to put it on, but it is too small.
TU: This is small. (She gives it back and goes to her friends)

As indicated in the above conversation, both TU and HK were still at lower levels in this ability compared to the others. It could be that they engaged first in sociodramatic play in the Market theme. Therefore, those who didn't participate in the first theme showed less improvement in responding to conversation at first. However, gradually it could be seen that they showed better engagement in responding to conversation than initiating a conversation. The following reflection of the teacher further illustrates the children's gradual improvement in responding to a conversation.

Children had more engagement in today's session on Dispensary. They had engagement a lot in talking. So many children responded to conversation. (Teacher's reflective journal, 01.12.2014)

It was identified that a majority got opportunities to respond to conversation in the sociodramatic play intervention. When children like the role their ability to respond in the conversation increased showing that the specific roles taken by peers and by adults (Neuman & Roskos, 1993) have an impact on their language during the play roles. This ability was clearly evident in the majority of children. For instance it was seen that ML and SS showed more engagement in both oral language skills when they imitated the role of the doctor, whereas NT and KV showed improvement in oral language skills in the role of the teacher. HR's best improvement was seen in oral language skills in the role of the father. MN, SV, HK and TU showed improvement in the oral language skills in the roles of nurse, customer and patient.

It was further demonstrated in this sociodramatic play intervention the children acquired many opportunities to improve their oral language skills in playful activity, as playfulness allows for opportunities to try out different ways in which
the children could combine the elements of the language without having to worry too much about the consequences of making errors.

4. Conclusion

This research attempted to address the research question ‘How can sociodramatic play be used to develop oral language skills in preschool children through an intervention implemented in the classroom?’ The intervention implemented in one preschool classroom and there has limitations in terms of generalization. The sociodramatic play intervention implemented in the preschool classroom created a language rich environment and offered many opportunities to develop oral language skills in children particularly for children who communicate rarely in the classroom activities. The children's ability to respond in conversation develops from the beginning while the ability to initiating a conversation take more time and engagement in the play. The level of participation in the sociodramatic play intervention, children's interest on the imitative role, theme and the level of facilitation given by the teacher have an influence on the development of the oral language skills during the sociodramatic play intervention. Further the intervention explicated concrete pedagogic strategies for the teacher working with children in sociodramatic play to develop oral language skills. The intervention presented reliable evidences that children's sociodramatic play is both a medium and context for developing such playful context for the development of oral language skills in children. The conclusion made from this research will add more insight to the preschool teachers as well as to parents to encourage sociodramatic play to nourish oral language development in children. Further it opens for more investigations on sociodramatic play and language development due to the dearth of empirical literature in this area within the Sri Lankan context by re-valuing and re-centralizing the importance of sociodramatic play in the preschool classroom.
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